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Who is UL Solutions?
UL Solutions is a global safety science leader. We work for a safer world by delivering science-based testing, inspection and certification services and solutions and essential business insights to our customers, based in more than 110 countries. We aim to be the most trusted safety, security and sustainability partner. Our deep knowledge of products and intelligence across a large number of industries makes us the partner of choice for customers with complex challenges.

What do we do?
UL Solutions helps companies bring safer products to the market. Through testing, inspection and certification, we offer universal symbols of trust that drive marketplace confidence. We lead the way for UL Marks, trusted worldwide, that appears on billions of products around the world. We offer a wide range of TIC services and industry-specific expertise to help businesses to innovate with confidence. Customers turn to us to transform safety, security, and sustainability challenges into business opportunities. Thousands of safety standards exist worldwide that help guide how a product should work. We test and certify products to these standards to demonstrate that they meet safety and performance requirements in over 1500 product categories.
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How long have we been around?
UL Solutions is part of the evolution of Underwriters Laboratories Inc., founded in 1894 by William Henry Merrill Jr. At the turn of the twentieth century, fire loss was on the rise in the United States, and the increasing use of electricity in homes and businesses posed a serious threat to property and human life. To determine and mitigate risk, Merrill proposed to open a laboratory where he would use scientific principles to test products for fire and electrical safety.

In May 1893, Merrill began work for the Chicago Fire Underwriters’ Association. His task was to inspect the city’s fire alarm systems. He was also sent to the 1893 Worlds Fair to inspect the Fair’s electrical installations and the Palace of Electricity. Merrill found it necessary to conduct tests on building materials and electrical components to determine and mitigate risk in his role as an electrical inspector. Upon seeing a growing potential in this field, Merrill founded Underwriters Laboratories. He opened a small laboratory on the third floor of a local fire insurance patrol station, signing UL’s first test report on March 24, 1894.

Merrill soon went on to work on developing safety standards, conducting tests and uncovering hazards. In the early years, UL tested three main types of products: devices meant to stop fire (such as fire extinguishers), devices intended to resist fire (such as fire doors), and devices that frequently caused fire (like wires used for electrical installations). This work soon expanded.

Throughout the twentieth century, UL certified many pivotal consumer technologies, such as vacuum cleaners, televisions, microwaves and personal computers. UL published its first standard, “In Clad Fire Doors,” in 1923. In 1934, UL established a Label Service for certain product categories that require more frequent inspections. Products that passed UL testing and regular inspections were given a UL label, which eventually evolved into the UL Mark. UL Solutions has evolved from its roots in electrical and fire safety to address broader safety issues, such as cybersecurity, autonomous vehicles, microbials, hazardous substances, water quality and environmental sustainability. Rapid innovations in consumer and industrial technology present even more safety challenges.

What’s our relationship to the nonprofits, UL Standards & Engagement and UL Research Institutes?
UL is a nonprofit, scientific organization that advances safety science for the economy and quality of daily life around the world since it provides an assurance that products are safe, secure, effective, reliable, of quality and sustainable.

UL Solutions is a leading TIC company within the broader TIC industry. TIC companies address various industry sectors worldwide with differing standards and legislation, ranging from automotive, consumer technologies, energy, environmental, life sciences, industrial and medical, among many others.

Third-party testing, inspection and certification demonstrates a product meets the relevant requirements. It helps ensure greater consumer protection with safer products and helps government agencies leverage science to inform policy solutions and marketplace reliance on a company’s reputation. The TIC sector is a significant contributor to the global economy and quality of daily life around the world since it provides an assurance that products are safe, secure, effective, reliable, of quality and sustainable.

What is the TIC industry?
TIC solutions and services are essential to the global economy. They help businesses meet the relevant requirements. The TIC sector is a significant contributor to the global economy and quality of daily life around the world since it provides an assurance that products are safe, secure, effective, reliable, of quality and sustainable.
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